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And He Said He’d Come Back

And he said he’d come back,
And take me away.

But he never did
And I waited in the dark.

As the darkness surrounded me,
I knew he wasn’t coming back.

The longer I waited,
The deeper I sank into the darkness.

And then when I was drowning,
And drowning, and drowning.

An idea sprung in my head,
And a light warmed my heart.

I am my own savior,
I am strong and I am able.

And as the warmth spread through me,
I pulled myself up.

The darkness receded,
And I saw a warm light beckoning.

I took one step, then two,
And then more and more.

Till I reached the place,
Where I was enough for me.

Don’t look back, don’t turn back, don’t fall back.

-Khoobi Gangdev
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Looking through a Fogged Window

How often the single man mourns upon an empty park bench with a cold cup of coffee.  
Hath he no crocus to warm his heart? 

Instead, the school bus, dappled with grey storm droplets rushes by, forgetting his red stop.  
Leaves and clouds and hearts echo the autumnal pulse. 

Dead is reckoning to come out and play among the stillborn earth.  

Lest this decomposition provide new blades of grass and songs of trees in later spring.

-Samantha Vargas



Later afternoon
A few raindrops came and fell
Ending very soon
Its existence hard to sell
-Just a moment do I dwell

Falling from a cliff
A monk has failed to fly

He had a great tiff
With the apathy of sky

Now this monk will surely die

A nearby poet
Though this a wonderful sight
He did not know it
The bird fought with all its might
Against this wind of such fright

The majestic moon
Shines brightly in the night sky

A timeless beauty

-Eli Shau8



Siesta

Sitting on the porch, I let go every thought
As the sunlight kisses me gently with its graze
Looking at the skies, as my dreams ride a trot
I close my eyes and the world glimmers into a haze

The world watches in delight, as I dance with aplomb
I am a swan on flight, swaying along the lotus pond
Wings speckle in white, as the waves tuck into my calm
Eyes shuttle to trap light, as grace takes my splendor beyond

I plunge to a dreamier depth, how do I dance with such grace? 
Exploring my edges of poise, I look up to the world at sight 
The heat beneath makes me dance, it’s the agony I embrace 
I glide over the surface of pain, fixing each wrong right

I am a swan on sail, reflecting in the lotus pond 
For a leaf that drops from the tree withered and slow 
I touch with my grace and carry it along my flow

I wake up to the glory of a new light feeling one with myself 
Bidding farewell to the old night, I strive for my greater self 
I seek my beauty within as I untie the knots of pain 

I am a swan in spirit, floating free in the lotus pond 
Step on my sails and see that change you wanted to be 
I am that essence of life, I am rejuvenation

        -Kirty Vedula
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DROPS OF LOVE 

Love is like a spider’s web. A small act of kindness, a small drop of love reverberates all
through the web and changes the world around it. 

A single drop of rain that falls from the sky starts its journey. It ranges from the streams
to lakes to rivers and finally reaches the sea. Now, what can be its next step? Where

does the love come in its path? 
What does that single drop mean to the world? 

Two clouds in skies humid; find their love lost amid 
Desires spring up in heart; but winds blow them apart 

Hurdles in the heat, they cross; closer to love, they pass 
Joys stroll up their soul; tears roll down their pain 

Into their embrace, they fall; “Love, is that you again?” 
Thunders melt the answer down, as a pure drop of rain! 

********** 

Droplets drip down dread, as the drop drops down dead 
Love binds them in a stream; the drop winds up to redeem 
Like brothers, as they beam; towards the river they seam 

Mankind sets to reside, as the rivers dissolve wide 
In rain and snow they run; the sea they reach in sun 

********** 

Waves of heat, skies send; to the water, love they lend 
Tender, the first touch of heat; blows water up its feet 
As their ways separate; sea weeps for water desperate 

“All the world you flow; every drop of love you fetch 
An ocean as I grow; beyond the skies, do you stretch? 

The first thread of life you weave; like a rose then I turn 
The last knot of death you leave; like a thorn when you burn 10   11



You’re my eye’s apple; the world you make me see 
For the eye sans the apple, where can the world be? 

Deep goes my sorrow drown; as a drop of tear when you flow 
Who tears my sorrow down, with your last drop when you go?” 

********** 

The sun rays marvel at the weather; a son says farewell to his mother! 

“On streams I sail; off rivers I rail; your nest I reach 
On move I keep; high tides I leap; for rest I beseech 

Peace! You give me a smile; please, won’t you send me a while? 
Out there I gush; united, men hail; together they stay 
Out here I rush; together they wail; united they pray 

Water under their bridges I am; bridge between their hearts I form 
On their grounds when I flow; the water they’ve seen 
When lives bound to grow; the world’s love I’ve been 

For their call of love, if I not go now; what else do I mean? 
Years, time may delay; yet this promise, by I stay 

Each drop of love as I turn; to your shores, I’ll return 
Every drop of love I gather; I’ll bring back for you, mother!” 

********** 

Each water drop, the sky hugs tight; tosses it high, up its flight 
Up, with love, higher they soar; thinner in air, they vanish more 

Down they come; a cloud they become, not a drop anymore!

-V. Kirty Prabhakar
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One Thing You’ve Taught Me

I’ve always been hesitant when crossing the street.
Standing with just my toes hanging off the curb,

the heals of my black leather boots reluctantly clinging to the pavement 
as I leaned forward.

Wait until the car passes!
Even if it’s all the way at the corner of the block –

If I could see the headlights,
I’d wait.

Do you know how long it takes to cross the street?
Like, fifteen seconds!

That’s no time at all, but no one ever realizes that. 
Everyone waits.
You were right.

And I don’t know why that made me upset.
Maybe it was because it illustrated a very fundamental difference 

between you and me.
A critical difference in perspective,

or in life approach –
Something I always suspected we couldn’t overcome.

No matter how badly I wanted,
or how bitterly I cried

or how frantically I scratched and pleaded with this impossible incline,
it just wouldn’t work.
We couldn’t get past.

Maybe what hurt the most was the suspicion that, 
on the other side of this gigantic orange clay monstrosity, 

(as I envisioned it in my mind)
You weren’t trying as hard.

Or crying as bitterly…
If at all.

I always wanted the heartbreak to be reciprocal,
and the reoccurring dissatisfaction 

that sat like a rock in my stomach every time a relationship ended 
angered me (an understatement)

and saddened me further.

This is when I realize 
that maybe this was too much about me the whole time.

That maybe that was our real problem –
Not that gigantic orange clay monstrosity that I imagined

to be planted between us…

So in any event I’m no longer hesitant when I cross the street.
Because it takes less than fifteen seconds to get to the other side,

and that’s no time at all.
That’s not enough time to get hit by a car,

So there’s no reason to be hesitant. 
And it doesn’t make sense that most people are…

And that’s one thing you’ve taught me.

-Aurelia Ren14 15



IV.

Gargoyle boy 
Why don’t you study, boy? 
Your mind a buzzing hive  
of bustling bees and captive butterfly wings 
with a chest of cement 
cracked only once right down the middle. 
Life water flows over bedrock 
like tears and blood and tea and jam. 
Crack the spine to a book you’re all too scared to read, dear boy. 
It has words you’ve written, but never felt. 
Why push away your dinner and hungrily devour a spicy spread of sluts and shouts instead? 
This gold nectar, 
sweet god nectar 
that splashes past your tongue. 
It quenches your misanthropic thirst. 
We can make a world out of this shattered mirror and that still steams up when you shower for too long… 
I want to shower with you. 
Crinkled toes, no furrowed brows. 
Leave scars and wars hurling past 
and welcome the newborn babe blushing bride  
who writes in colorful fingerpaints.  
Oh, gargoyle boy  
instead, love me.

-Samantha Vargas

Where Do Memories Go When They Die

Where do memories go when they die?
Do they rise into mist like a puddle of tears?

Or run away forever like wasted years?
Do they wilt and rot into the soil?

Do they reconstitute themselves in some touch of future 
toil?

Do they leap into oblivion and still shine bright?
Like a dead star reaching back in time with light?

May they become a cog in a machine of one’s insanity?
Or an ornament in a hall of vanity?

Are they welded into new uses like scrap metal?
Or fused into the life of a mind’s flower petal?

Do they die bravely?
Do they die gravely?

Ever are they stomped on like little ants?
By the elephantine Self doing its temporal dance?

Do memories die, or are they immortal?
Leaping forth into new portals

Wherever the mind may take them
Or into new mortals

From the minds that make them

-Shawmaf Kubba
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a prayer

my father used to tell me that Allah saw everything i did,

if he didn’t. 

how am i supposed to feel guilty when each touch is as smooth as chai haleeb and each whisper is as 
sacred as a book from some god, somewhere. is it too fucked up to ask for some understanding, some 
repentance? 

we are not all harlequins because we want to be felt, or read out loud like a giant red inkblot spilt onto a 
glaringly white page. 

a god is cursing me for enjoying the things that are shared after a ring and a bite of a creamy-crafted cake 
for photograph.

my father saw that mark on my neck with each vessel blue-ing at the surface.

it’s a burn, i said. 

but i don’t think he ever understood what kind i meant as he silently raised his hands in thanks, to god, 
that i am some girl who does not know the depths of dark rooms or how loud a light switch clicks when it 
is touched by praying fingertips, worshipping more than clouds shaped like miracles and hums of recita-
tions to the invisible being that knows 

every 

little 

thing

i 

held.

*chai haleeb is an Arabic drink which is basically just black tea with milk

-Sophia Albanna16 17



Done, Undone, and Redone

Old wine in new bottles.
Old blood in new veins.
Milo taught me to be like Gus Haynes,
and stick it to the white man
with all of my gut pains.
But here I am a white man.
Here I am with silver spoon, tarnished
according to my station, 
filled with cherry Kool-Aid to bar my tongue from speech.

But I will be a microphone.
I will raise heads from
beyond my cellphone.
I will raise armies from among my friends so that 
with powerful weapons of peace
we will tear down the shadow of this system
and rebuild it so that light will reach us all
in the shade. 
So that we can
photosynthesize, and
grow to realize 
that flowers will sprout through the cracks in the sidewalk,
and be plucked to be placed in the path of gunshots.
So that the kids in the schoolyard can keep playing in peace.
The poor, bald, young girl with cancer won’t be 
out on the streets.

So that books will stay open, and at the dawn of a new age,
the flags of the world won’t be placed on 
genocide’s forgotten graves,
soaked in the waters of rising waves.

Rather, the seas will rise from the tears of those 
who stand at the summit and find that the borders on maps are just lines.
That the languages that we speak are the cries
of old blood in new veins.
Of human blood in human veins,
of human wounds,
of human pain
that need not be endured in solitude but in coalition defied
by one species in thousands.
One species more homogeneous than fruit flies.

But all of this is bullshit.
This is ink on wood pulp until I
take the hand of the person next to me
at the pulpit and we shout
that what needs to be done is for the system to be undone
and redone.

This is bullshit.
Until you learn that you wrote this, 
and no one ever reminded you to
notice.

-Alexander Toke16 17



For Pretty Things
Ashlyn followed her friend Dryden to a city thriving in their world’s post-apocalyptic nature. After discovering that 

Dryden recruits zombiekind to fight for others’ amusement, she has insisted he take her to meet a few, and has gotten into 
a conversation with one of them, whose name is Michael…

 Michael just stands there, his face squashed into a pulpy smile. It’s creepy, but I try to smile when I ask, “So…how 
does Dryden recruit you all?”
 He laughs and it makes him cough. Under his cough I hear a strange metallic clanking. For a moment I think a piece 
of his throat will come flying out of his mouth, a nice little present for the hands. They’d get attracted by it and swarm, trying 
to connect the disembodied bit of flesh to themselves, trying to build themselves new bodies to replace the ones they used to 
have. I’ve seen them try once or twice. It’s disturbing. But nothing actually comes out except the gross, dry air inside him, 
which Michael tries to keep from hitting me. He says, “The Magpie is…unconventional.”
 “So I’d assumed,” I say darkly.
 Michael doesn’t seem to notice. “He came into the slum—he came where we all go—and stood in the middle of the 
street and waited. Wasn’t too dramatic about it. No big pronouncements or anything, just stood there til someone asked what 
he wanted. He made his offer of a cure whenever he’s made it, and a few of us said we’d give it a try.”
 The whole idea is weirdly humane. I wonder if other recruiters know Dryden’s methods. I’ve heard horror stories 
about how they go out in the street and wrangle up their fighters like cattle. Only humans ever want to be in these fights. 
Or apparently not. “I wouldn’t trust him at all,” I mutter. “Some random flashy golden guy comes in and starts promising 
miracles, I wouldn’t trust him as far as I could throw him.”
 “Oh, we all know he’s something of a con man,” Michael says, shrugging. We share a smile to the tune of the strange 
clanging sound, and for a moment his mushy face and shadow-eaten eyes don’t seem all that bad. He continues, “But better 
a con man than a slaver, don’t you—”
 “Out of my way, monsters!” screeches a voice like vinegar. Michael whirls around. I squint into the hallway beyond 
him, but the end, which is lit up, is so far off it does nothing but silhouette the form as it approaches us.
 It belongs to someone tall, taller than Dryden by a long shot, and maybe it’s just the way the light hits the person’s 
body, but the shadow seems unnaturally skinny, like if there were skeletons walking around in with the humans and mutants 
and zombiekind. It gets up close to us before Michael can get out of the way and pins him to the wall by his torso using 
some weird, pitchfork-looking thing. Now that the form’s closer, I can see the shape is actually a woman’s. She’s scowling, 
as much as she can be at least. The bottom half of her face is a scarred, twisted mess of flesh. Whatever she fought to look 
like that can’t be in good shape.
 Michael’s wincing, squirming to try to get out of the fork thing that’s holding him a few inches off the ground. I 
look around for something to help him with, but it’s too dark to see what’s poking out because it’s loose and what’s poking 
out because the whole building’s a piece of crap. The terrifying woman’s face curls into a grin, and Michael makes a tiny, 
whimpering coo of complaint. Furious, I bend down and pull at one of the useless pipes jutting out of the wall, wrenching it 
off with a slight twist. It sends me flying, but at least I’m armed as I pick myself up off the ground.
 “Leave him alone!” I yell, brandishing my pipe at her. It’s heavy and a little slow, but so what? Her only weapon’s 
stuck in a wall right now anyway.
 She turns her head to look at me, keeping the rest of her body facing Michael. Especially with the scarring around 
her mouth, it’s eerie. Then she says in a low voice, “You’re no zombiekind and you’re no announcer. What’re you doing 
back here, with this?”
 “Just get back—I’m a dime a dozen,” Michael tells me. There’s something resigned in his voice. I hate it.
 “Well?” the woman demands.
 I give her my best glare, the one I practiced on Dryden the whole train ride here. “He’s—he’s my friend,” I tell her 
after a moment. “Just keep away from him and nobody gets hurt!”
 She chuckles. “Zombiekind are to stay in their pens, little girl. If you don’t take it back to whoever you stole it from, 
right now, I will end you. Both of you. Understood?”

What does Ashlyn do?
a) Take Michael back to Dryden’s room. Nobody has 

to get hurt here. 
b) Try to free Michael!
c) Try to talk the woman down.
d) Attack!

This is our serials section, where all our recurring stories are. What happens in the next section?
Find out next time! On some stories, you can even decide!

Vote on the outcomes of  For Pretty Things and The Boy With the Keys at:
www.theimaginate.com



The Boy With the Keys
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Adalhard’s Saga
 Arriving in Argios where he believes the criminal he knows as the Big Man is hiding, Adalhard at last confronted his 
friend Bowline about the latter’s secret past. Bowline revealed that- as Adalhard had come to suspect- he was indeed Euse-
bios’s brother as well as the son of Tibros, a wealthy merchant, and that he had taken to sailing to get away from his old life 
after the notorious pirate Captain Heron killed his other brother, Hedelos. With his confidence in Bowline’s trustworthiness 
renewed, Adalhard is now ready to confront the Big Man in his hideout.

 The clouds had broken but the night reigning over the filthy, winding streets was moonless and dark so that the 
pair were scarcely shadows in the gloom. Nevertheless, Adalhard moved cautiously, Bowline trying to imitate his sound-
less steps. There were few people indeed living in this blighted place and fewer still would be out at night skulking around a 
fugitive criminal’s safehouse. 
 There was the fountain in the square. By starlight the weeds overgrowing it weren’t so visible and it looked almost 
grand- like it must have in better days. There was the house with the black door, not that he could see the color now. Slinking 
along the fringe of the plaza, avoiding the loose flagstones that would scatter loudly at an errant step, Adalhard led Bowline 
around the side of that house once he was sure there was no one out who’d seen them. Along the way they passed a dark 
window he didn’t quite like the look of into the house. “Careful,” he indicated the tall and unkempt grasses with his makh-
aira, “We don’t want to find the door by stumbling over it.” Bowline just nodded, crouching low to sift through the weeds.
 The little yard must have once had a vegetable garden in it and Adalhard thought he could see the remnants of a 
chicken coop. He flinched as he realized the Big Man might have killed the previous owner who’d actually tended the prop-
erty to get this hideout.
 Every rustle of the grass sounded like a traitor whispering his position to the enemy. Adalhard kept his ears open 
for the sound of a bow being drawn. The Big Man’s aim was not to be trifled with. Alone it wouldn’t be such a worry, but 
Bowline had refused even to consider staying behind.
 “Oh no,” Bowline’s whisper was barely audible. Adalhard peered over his shoulder. Oh no indeed. There was the 
trapdoor down to what must be the cellar, but it had been boarded shut. Recently, to judge by how much less stained the 
boards were and how few weeds had been covering the doors. “He’s escaped,” Bowline muttered, “Or he was never here.”
 Had Heron lied? Adalhard was silent a moment, “Perhaps…”
 “Perhaps?” Bowline’s eyes seemed to have a hopeful glint at Adalhard’s thinking.
 “Perhaps he’s still here. Perhaps he knows we’re coming but has nowhere else to go. Not if he wants to stay in con-
tact with his superiors,” Adalhard stayed low while he thought out loud, looking to Bowline’s reactions to gauge if he was 
making sense. “He fears us.”
 Bowline smirked, “He fears you.”
 “And his den has two entrances. He blocked one,”
 “So that he only needs to watch the other?” Bowline finished, “He’s waiting for us down there then,” a nervous 
touch slipped into his voice.
 “Hopefully,” Adalhard slunk back the way they’d come, “Yes, I rather hope he is. Because if he’s blocked our en-
trance, he’s also blocked his own exit.”
 There was still no one moving in the little square. Adalhard nudged the front door, expecting to meet a crossbar. 
There was none. 
 Seeing him yank his hand back suspiciously, Bowline reached for the small cudgel he’d armed himself with. Adal-
hard said nothing but readied his shield and pushed the door open with that, waiting for a heavy arrow to whistle out of the 
dark. THWACK!
 The moment the bolt struck his shield, Adalhard surged through the door into the dark room. He hurtled toward the 
twanging of the string, shield out to knock the Big Man to the ground. CRASH! He struck a jagged barricade and tumbled 
over it, greaves and shield protecting him from the crude spikes. 

He kicked out at where he guessed the Big Man to be and was rewarded with a yelp and then a crash as his adver-
sary fell down too.
 Wary of an arrow or dagger he couldn’t see, Adalhard didn’t throw his full weight on the Big Man till he’d caught 
both his adversary’s arms in their invisible scuffle. As he grappled desperately, forcing the Big Man facedown and trying to 
silence him with one hand, the northerner could hear Bowline scrambling into the room.
 There was a flicker and then a rising glow as Bowline lit his torch and then rushed around the half-toppled barricade 
to Adalhard’s side, “Is he-“
 “I’ve got him,” Adalhard growled, surprised at his own tone.

 Later he was never sure how they kept the Big Man gagged and forced him back to the Sea-Foam. It felt like an 
interminable nightmare, wrestling with him as they walked, afraid of every grunt or scrabble bringing people from all direc-
tions to ask questions he would have trouble answering satisfactorily. Once a slow-moving man out alone passed by so close 
that Adalhard put his blade to the Big Man to threaten him into stillness.
 Fortunately, Captain Xenophon was still ready to make sail when they arrived at the docks at last and they put out to 
sea as the moon began to rise.
 The Captain had the prisoner bound while Adalhard caught his breath. Without Bowline’s strength to add to his own 
he could never have made it. 

He removed the large arrow that was still lodged in his shield. Whoever had gifted that to him had provided nothing 
but the best. 



Out on the sea with Argios a shrinking shadow, Adalhard had his first good look at the Big Man. To the boy’s 
surprise, he was both taller and a shade broader than his prisoner- though the Big Man’s muscles were more developed. The 
elusive assassin had a laborer’s physique and a full, scraggly beard half-concealing a look of such bitter hatred that Adalhard 
nearly took a step back. Even bruised and battered from their long scuffle, the man looked nearly about to burst with murder-
ous fury.

Adalhard ungagged him and was promptly spat upon. He’d half-expected to be bitten instead. Some of the sailors 
looking on tensed, but Adalhard kept his cool- though he stepped back out of range.

“Stop gawking and keep sailing,” Captain Xenophon drily ordered and Adalhard was relieved to see them at least 
looking away.

For his part, the Big Man was simply kneeling, stiff-backed and silent. Adalhard found he wasn’t sure what to ask, 
having expected fear and groveling not to be punished for his crimes from the man instead of this cold fury. “What’s your 
name?” he began weakly.

Adalhard expected silence but received a thunderous, “THERON, BUTCHER!”
 “Who are you working with, Theron?”
Theron snorted derisively, “No torture you can devise will make me talk.”
Adalhard looked at Bowline, confused. The young sailor stepped in for him, circling around to Theron’s front, 

“Enough of your posturing. We’re not going to torture you, but you are going to be punished for your crimes.”
“Punished? Don’t dignify your murders, Kyrosian filth!” Theron punctuated that by spitting ineffectually at Adal-

hard again, “I’ll be glad to rejoin my brothers in the hereafter.”
Somehow these questionings never went as Adalhard expected, “You’re one to talk of murder; you ambushed Leon-

tios from inside his own home and shot him dead on his porch by surprise! Then you ambushed me with Anaxagoras! And 
he killed five sailors who were completely uninvolved to make his escape!”

“DAMN LEONTIOS! I only regret I’d no time to do him worse.”
Bowline looked to Adalhard for permission to join in again. “A shame that,” the sailor’s ubiquitous smile betrayed 

only a whiff of sarcasm, “I’m surprised at your zeal though. Former-Captain Heron said you put off killing Leontios for 
him.”

Theron looked at him uncomprehendingly, “Why would he say that? He didn’t even know me.”
“That you think that is the reason we captured you,” Bowline wryly explained, “You grossly underestimated that 

pirate. I don’t doubt he’d have had you all hanging from his mast while he plundered the gold from the ship in the end if 
we’d not stopped him.”

“Gold? Ship?”
“Don’t play stupid,” Adalhard ordered, “We know all about it. All this blood, all this killing just for some sunken 

treasure. Not one of you will get away with it.”
“Are you mad? We don’t want money; we want revenge!”
It was clear to Adalhard that nothing at all was clear to him anymore. Or for that matter to Bowline or Theron. He 

hesitated, unsure how to proceed.
“If I may, Adalhard?” Captain Xenophon gestured to his tent-cabin at the back of the ship.
The northern boy nodded. He wondered idly for a moment what a school like Kyros for sailing and captaining 

would be like and what kind of men it would produce. People like Bowline and Xenophon if it was any good. The Captain 
shook his head as Adalhard moved to follow him. Understanding that none of his skills would be much further value here, 
Adalhard nodded his agreement. He paused a moment and then hauled Theron to his feet to quietly snarl, “You will NOT 
treat Captain Xenophon so disrespectfully.”

Bowline led the prisoner to the captain’s tent while Adalhard took a turn at the oars to burn off nervous energy. With 
the night breeze to cool him it was not nearly such tiring work. “The Captain must know these waters very well indeed,” he 
thought to himself, “To have us travel them by dark without even taking the helm.” He himself was eager to put more dis-
tance between them and Argios, though the other sailors seemed marginally less enthusiastic. At least they’d had time to rest.

It felt like many hours the Captain had been speaking to Theron, though it could only have been a few minutes. Af-
ter Bansabira, one of the leading sailors, ordered a halt where he judged the Captain had meant them to stop, the time passed 
even more slowly. Somehow, though he felt terribly on edge, Adalhard found he had dozed off when Bowline woke him, 
pale-faced, “Hey. Wake up, Adalhard! You’ve got to hear what Theron said, it’s… very bad.”

The outlander was on his feet so fast his shoulder nearly clipped Bowline’s chin as he hurried to the tent at the stern. 
He was scarcely halfway across the deck when Captain Xenophon strode out, rapidly ordering all available lights lit and set-
ting a course in navigational terms Adalhard didn’t understand. Were they to make a voyage by night? To run a risk like that 
the news must be dire indeed.

Somehow the boy knew he shouldn’t return to the oars yet even though it was several minutes before Captain Xe-
nophon had time to take him aside. “Adalhard,” the captain shook his head, “Captain Heron had one last stroke of villainy in 
store. He lied to us; there really is a conspiracy against Kyros. And it’s led by a Kyrosian by the sound of it, though Theron 
didn’t know that.”

“Anaxagoras?” Adalhard was scrambling to grasp the implications of Heron having deceived them.
“No. No, someone much more skilled and much more cunning. And I fear if we’re late even a few hours, he may 

destroy your order and kill your schoolmates one and all.” Adalhard had never seen the captain so worried.
“But- I don’t underst- No, nevermind. What can I do?”
Captain Xenophon was hurrying to the helm, a sheaf of maps in hand, “Row, boy. Row.”
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The Phantom Thief of Wonderland

Madeline confronts Bandersnatch at the Museum—and discovers that he has blonde hair and blue eyes, 
a combination of traits never seen before. Unfortunately, she fails to capture him, ruining her plans of 

restoring her family name…for now.

A layer of early morning mist covered the field behind the police department as Madeline lethargically 
made her way to the line of interns standing before the instructors. She may have been raised in the less…
desirable parts of towns for most of her life, but even then, she’d never been exposed to something as 
horrible as having to wake up before 8 in the morning. However, she knew that this would all pay off when 
she got accepted into the force.

“Ah, Hattersly,” drawled the instructor in the middle of the two others, “Glad to see that you could 
finally make it.” She was a woman of moderate height, with lightly tanned skin and long, auburn hair.

“Excuse me, officer, but I was informed that we would be meeting at five, correct?” 
The woman nodded. “That is correct.”
“And it’s five now, ma’am. Wouldn’t that mean that I’m on time?”
“Exactly,” the instructor retorted, “Let this be a reminder to all of you: to be early is to be on time. 

To be on time is to be late. And to be late…is unacceptable. Stand in line, Hattersly, so we can start.”
Madeline bit back a scowl, but obeyed. She was sure that this was just an excuse to target her, but 

without a mind-reading Magipon, she had no way to prove it.
“Now that we’re all here,” the instructor continued, brown eyes glancing at Madeline, “My name is 

Officer Lillian Blackwell, and I’m the head Magipon instructor for all interns. For the next year, I will oversee 
your performance in using your Magipons. Each intern will be paired with a partner that the Department 
has chosen based on Unlockedness level, and that partner will not only train alongside you here, but will be 
working with you in the crime scene simulations and during excursions as well.”

Madeline wanted to groan. The last thing she needed was to spend a year with a jerk who complained 
about being paired with a Hattersly the whole time. And to make matters worse, she wouldn’t be able to put 
this jerk in their place because they’d have the same amount of magic at their disposal as she did. Fantastic.

“Both you and your partner will be trained by either me, Officer Forsythe,” Lillian gestured to a 
man with light blue hair and silver eyes, “Or Officer Greenwood.” She pointed to a dark-skinned, green 
haired woman. “We’ll start with you, Avalon. You’ll be paired with Moore and both of you will work under 
Forsythe. Connors, Ellis, and Smith—since we have an odd number of interns this year, you’ll be a trio 
working under me. That leaves just Hattersly and Harrison to work with Greenwood. 

“Today, we’ll be showing you how to activate your Magipons and control how much magic you 
transfer into them. This is to make sure you don’t transfer more than you need for the task, otherwise not 
only will you get exhausted faster, but you may use more strength in attacking than necessary, depending 
on the ‘pon. We’ll also be demonstrating some basic moves you can use with your ‘pons. Now, let’s split 
up and get started.”

With that, the three groups spread out across the field. As Madeline walked alongside her new 
partner—she didn’t trust him to walk behind her—the green-eyed brunet held out his hand. 

“My name’s Mark,” he said.
Surprised by his formality—and more so, his lack of complaint—Madeline hesitated before slowly 

returning the gesture. “Madeline,” she answered, before letting go and returning to following Officer 
Greenwood towards the field’s edge.
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Greetings, curious child.

So you have awakened at last from our spell. How adventurous you must be, to 

have stumbled into our secluded little pondside glade, so deep inside the nighttime forest. 

Certainly you must be lost. Certainly your mother must be worried sick. Worry not, 

small child, the aos sí will care for you appropriately. 

 Your stare of bewilderment is familiar to us. We see it on the face of every 

young one who wanders into our glen. "What are you?" you want to ask, but you your-

self already have an idea. You have heard the stories from your elders, of the fae-folk 

who dwell in these woods, tiny winged things who shimmer with magic dust as they fly, 

who can only be seen by children of pure heart, who will guide you home when you do 

not know the way. Your elders were not wrong, for the most part. But they did leave 

some important parts out. 

We see now the veil of drowsiness and wonder has worn off, and you have no-

ticed you cannot move. You wish to ask us why you are tied up with rope. Well, pre-

cious child, the elders did tell you that we are kind to children who are pure of heart. 

But your heart is muddied, full of violence and lies. And your elders probably left out 

the most important part of all.

The aos sí have a terrible, terrible craving for flesh.




